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Thomas V. Deihl '47, Whittier, President; Eugene
M. Marrs '50, Whittier, President-elect; Kenneth L. Ball '34,
Whittier, Immediate Past President; and John R. Cauffman
'45, Whittier, Past President.
MEMBERS AT LARGE: Steven A. Gardner '40, Los Angeles;
Ray S. Dezember '53, Bakersfield; Stanley C. Alexander
'48, Santa Ana; Dr. John D. Kegler '38, North Palos Verdes
Estates; Dr. Richard Mastain '49, Brea and Gale R. Brandon '50, Fullerton.
CLASS REPRESENTATIVES: Mrs. Jerry D. Cederstrom '63, La
Habra; Judith Ann Shuler '64, Santa Ana; and Kenneth
Hunt '65, Yucaipa.
COMMISSION CFIAIR?.IEN: John A. Arcadi, M.D. '46e, Whittier, Alumni Fund; Mrs. Robert E. Lowe '59, Hacienda
Heights, Activities; Mrs. Kenneth Deitz '60, Whittier and
Mrs. R. Bradley Schartz '60, La Habra, Activities co-chairmen; Steven A. Gardner '40, Los Angeles, Publications, and
Richard H. Thomson '34, Whittier, Student-Alumni Relations.
CLUB PRESIDENTS: Arvie B. Declman '42, Whittier, 119.5 Club;
Mrs. Larry M. Krogh '63, Whittier, Cap and Gown Alumnae; Alice C. Lembke '40, South Pasadena, Broadoaks Alumnae; and William F. Krueger '33, Bell, Whittier College
Associates.
SOCIETY PRESIDENTS: Mrs. John Baker '57, Whittier, Athenians; Mrs, Jack Emerson '59, Whittier, Ionians; Mrs. Hollis
Griffin '60, Costa Mesa, Metaphonians; Mrs. Kendall Bowlin '55, Whittier, Palmers; Miss Lela Martin '64, Whittier,
Thalians. John P. Moore II '62, La Puente, Franklins; Stuart
Gothold '56, Whittier, Lancers; Elwyn B. Dyer '50, Los Alamitos, Orthogonians; Robert Davis '62, Los Angeles, William
Penns; and Jack W. Baker '59, San Gabriel, Sachsens.
EX-OFFICIO: Dr. Paul S. Smith, President, Whittier College;
Geoff Shepard '66, President, Associated Students; Dr.
Robert W. O'Brien, and Dr. W. Roy Newsom '34, Faculty
Representatives.
OFFICERS:

ALUMNI REPRESENTATIVE TO THE ATHLETIC BOARD OF CONTROL: Thomas V. Dcibl '47, Whittier.
ALUMNI FOOTBALL BANQUET CHAIRMAN: C. Everett

Hunt '48,

Whittier.
ALUMNI BASKETBALL BANQUET CHAIRMAN: Gordon K. Pedersen '50, Glendora.
STAFF: William H. (Mo) Marumoto '57, Director of Alumni
Relations; Mrs. Carl Randolph '43, Assistant Director of
Alumni Relations; Mrs. Gordon Pedersen, Office Mana gel:.
THE ROCK STAFF: William H. (Mo) Marumoto '57, Editor;
Mrs. Carl Randolph '43, Assistant Editor; Milt Stark '58,
Sports Editor; and Roland Young, Designer.
Member of the American Alumni Council

The Rock is published quarterly during the months of September,
December, March, and July by Whittier College in the interests of
the Whittier College Alumni Association, Second class postage paid
at Whittier, California. Send changes of address to the Whittier College Alumni Association, Whittier, California, 90602.
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By CHRISTOPHER T. CROSS '62

Director of Community Relations
William H. (Mo) Marumoto '57, director of alumni relations at Whittier College since 1958, will become Associate
Director for Annual Giving and Membership with the
University of California, Los Angeles, Alumni Association
on August 1.
A Whittier graduate, Marumoto also attended Santa Ana
Senior High School and did graduate work at the University of Oregon. At Santa Ana and Whittier, he served as
president of the student bodies and received the Walter
F. Dexter Award for the undergraduate contributing outstanding service to the College.
As alumni director at Whittier, Marumoto reorganized
the alumni association to make it one of the most active
small college ones in the country. He quadrupled the number of contributors to the Alumni Fund, increased the
amount of monies to the fund eight-fold and was responsible for the formation of the Whittier College Associates,
a support group of alumni and friends who annually contribute one hundred dollars or more. In addition, he developed an award-winning coordinated graphics program for
all Association publications and direct mail. He also instituted many new programs for the Association.
Active in the American Alumni Council, Marumoto has
held several district level offices, spoken at district and
national conferences, and won several national awards in
direct mail and alumni publication categories.
He also holds membership in the American College
Public Relations Association, the Los Angeles Jr. Advertising Club and is past vice-president of the Orange County
chapter of the Japanese-American Citizens League and is a
director of the Whittier YMCA, Hi Co Conference, the
JACL Pacific Citizen, and East Whittier Kiwanis Club. He
is also a member of the advisory board of directors for
National Bank of Whittier and Imperial Athletic Club of
Los Angeles. He served as secretary-treasurer for the
Associates and the 1195 Club. His new position at UCLA
will involve implementing fund-raising and membership
activities for UCLA's 90,000 alumni.
He is married to the former Jean Morishige '59 of Lihue,
Kauai, Hawaii. They have three children.

Large crow d attended Bonnie Bell Wardman Library dedi

Dr. Frank Irvin Ball Residence Hall groundbreaking.

The biggest Commencement weekend yet at Whittier College began
with dedication ceremonies for the
Bonnie Bell \Vardman Library Friday, June 11. Richard M. Nixon '34
came from New York to address the
audience of 700. Herman H. Henkle
'28, librarian of The John Crerar Library, flew from Chicago to represent
the profession at the program, and
Leonard Crofoot '49 presented a
$25,000 check from the Whittier College Associates to be used for books.
Next the crowd moved to the site of
the Dr. Frank Irvin Ball Residence for
Women for groundbreaking ceremonies in which Dr. Ball's widow took
part.
At the Alumni Association's Annual
Meeting and Luncheon on Saturday,
June 12, Dean of the College Dr. W.
Roy Newsom '34 presented the Alumni Achievement Award to Roy C.
Votaw '25, Assistant Director of the
California Youth Authority, for his
achievements in the field of social
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work. Glenn H. Lewis '25, who was
celebrating his 50th anniversary of
graduation frorn Whittier College, was
given the Shirley Mealer Alumni Service Award by Mrs. Harry G. White
47 for continuing service to his Alma
Mater.
State Assemblyman Joe Gonsalves
presented a resolution passed by the
California State Legislature commending Wallace "Chief" Newman on his
service to the College and the community. Kenneth L. Ball '34, president
of the Alumni Association, read a resolution from the Alumni Board thanking William H. ( Mo) Marumoto '57
for his contributions to the College
during his seven-year term as Director
of Alumni Relations.
Classes whose numerals end in 0 or
5 celebrated with reunions. The Class
of 1915 was taken into the Golden Anniversarv Club, and all but five of the
twenty class members still living were
in attendance. Two classmates from
1905, Miss Esther Andrew's and Miss

Loretta Cook, were present for their
sixtieth anniversary. The Class of 1965
was inducted into the Association.
Thomas V. Deihl '47 was installed as
1965-66 Alumni president, with Gene
Marrs '50 vice president, and Steve
Gardner '40 and Ray Dezember '53
becoming new Board members.
The Honorable Margaret Chase
Smith, Senator from Maine, gave the
Commencement address, exhorting the
seniors to remain true to their own
values and personal desires for
achievement. Honorary degrees were
awarded to Senator Smith; Bob Hope,
entertainer and philanthropist; Warren B. Knox '49, president of the College of Idaho; and posthumously to
Evangeline Burgess '35, president of
Pacific Oaks College from 1954 to her
recent death. Three thousand attended
the ceremonies held in Harris Amphitheatre, and countless more saw excerpts from the program on two major
television networks that night.

Roy C. Votaw '25 praised by Dean W. Roy Newsom '34 as Alumni Achievement Award winner.

Glenn H. Lewis '15 inspects Mealer Service Award
plaque to which his name is added.

Thomas V. Deihl '47 accepts presidency of the
Whittier College Alumni Association.

Wallace "Chief" Newman accepts California Legislature's tribute.

Grace Newman proudly holds copy of resolution
presented to "Chief."

Golden Anniversary Club members welcomed Class
of 1915 (second table) to membership.

William H. "Mo" Marumoto is surprised with gift
of alumni chair for service given.

Dr. E. Ezra Ellis '28 leads singing of Alma Mater
to close Alumni Luncheon program.

"Mo" and Glenn Lewis carry Lewis' alumni chair,
symbol of his award.
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President Paul S. Smith presides at Commencement
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President and Dean award honorary degree to Warren B. Knox '49

The Senator from Maine.

Mr. Hope and Seniors watch confer

OD
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Stxxde3mts
from
b3road —
MytU and
Reality

in Anthropology and
Sociology and
ANN D. FARMER'56, instructor in General Studies

By MALCOLM

FARMER,instructor

International concerns at Whittier College, in the historical tradition of Friends, have always been important
and have been reflected in the encouragement of students
from abroad, travel and tours by faculty members, faculty
teaching overseas, and faculty from other countries at
Whittier. In 1959 this interest was further expanded by the
development of Whittier in Copenhagen, a program of
study abroad. Another step has been taken with the development in 1964 of a special program to better meet the
needs of students from abroad with an intial group from
the Middle East nation of Saudi Arabia.
STUDENTS FROM ABROAD -PAST AND PRESENT:
In the fall of 1964, seventy-two students from eighteen
nations - fifty-three men and nineteen women - enrolled
at Whittier College. Thirty-nine were from countries of the
Middle East, twenty-one from Hong Kong and Japan. Of
the total, two-thirds had not previously been at Whittier,
and for many it was a first experience at a college in the
United States. In 1963 students from abroad at Whittier
totaled thirty-eight from sixteen nations, and in 1953 the
total was twenty-five from Europe, Latin America and
Japan.
This increase at Whittier College within the last ten
years follows the general national trend with a total of
72,651 students from abroad in colleges and universities in
the United States in the fall of 1963, 33,647 in the fall of
1953, and only 9,643 in 1930. The increase reflects the
The Rock 0 July 1965 0 10

expanding demand for education, particularly in the developing countries, the expanding economies of large and
small nations, a growing interest in the United States, and
the encouragement by foreign governments for their students to obtain education abroad. The increase also reflects
an emphasis in the foreign policy of the United States
after World War II that encouraged students from aboard
- sometimes with financial aid, as under the FulbrightHays Act.
In past years students from abroad were usually at the
graduate level. They were devoted to particular disciplines
- engineering, the sciences, political science, economics, the
humanities, the agricultural sciences, preparation for teaching, and so forth. These students were usually highly motivated, often mature men and women. The students of
1965 from abroad continue these characteristics, but also
have new dimensions. There are increasing numbers at the
undergraduate level, many have had no previous college
experience. Many students come from countries of sharply
contrasting cultural and social systems, far removed from
the European or European-influenced background, usually
with little experience in other countries or in complex urban
areas before traveling abroad. These students may have no
immediate special focus on an area of study and their educational backgrounds are often fragmented with minimum
training in languages - a deficiency not of their own choice,
but because of lack of teachers and slow development of
second language teaching methods in their countries of
origin. Thus the students from abroad offer new potentials,
but also new problems to the colleges and universities
where they wish to study.
MEETING THE NEEDS:
Meeting the needs of all students from abroad is no easy
task and both the myths and the reality must be faced in
the search for answers. Part of the myth lies in the expectations of the students and their sponsors. For most students from abroad on scholarships the requirement is a B
grade average, often a very unrealistic requirement for at
least the first few semesters. Another myth is in the fact
that students from abroad are expected to compete with
United States students, carry a minimum academic load,
attempt to improve their use of the second language at all
levels - speaking - hearing - reading - writing - and
try to fit into a strange, often bewildering cultural and social
context. Some students have the additional burden in that
sponsoring groups or individuals expect the student from
abroad to participate in a variety of programs and special
activities often to the detriment of academic achievement
because of the demand of time. Many students also find
that when they talk of their native customs and their nations the groups want entertainment, not political or economic discussion. For the non-sponsored student there is the
added burden of finding continuing financial help. In the
face of these problems the capabilities of the students are
shown by the fact that so many do well in their college
programs, often with no special individual help. There is
also the myth of what can be expected from modern educational methods. Many people including students from
abroad feel that U.S. education has a sort of magical quality
which will result in great accomplishments with a minimum
of individual effort.
Another myth is in the images of students from abroad
of administrators, faculties and students on the United
States campuses. The increased influx of students from
other countries has been greeted with mixed feelings. For
the administrators there is the fact of added costs plus the
variety of problems in housing, foods, new and strange
social customs and the reality of college requirements. For
the faculties there are problems of language, need for instruction in study skills, and the lack of general background

and common interests - all burdens in an already increasing educational demand curve. Students from abroad often
add an exotic touch to the campus in the United States, but
for most U. S. students busy with their pursuit of an education and financing education, the push to keep up grades,
and pursuit of their multiplicity of social activities, interaction with foreign students is often limited. Most show
little interest and a few show resentment at sharing campus
and faculty. American students often fall back on the
timeworn stereotypes, the myths about foreigners, and fail
to discover for themselves the students from abroad as
individuals. Much of the reaction centers on communications and the remark, "They should learn English!" is a
common one by both students and faculty.
Recent surveys of United States colleges and universities
indicate that efforts are being made to better define the
problems of students from abroad and to develop ways to
meet these problems. Some 600 institutions have part-time
or full-time special advisors, many offer special courses in
English, a few schools have initiated broader programs for
orientation of these students to life in the United States
and to the special ways of college life as well as college
study. Interest in students from abroad has increased with
the expansion of area study programs in many colleges
and universities, that is, research on particular countries
or geographical areas of the world. The student's knowledge
of their own language or rare languages or of bodies of
data not widely available in more commonly used languages
has been of great value and made it possible for students
from abroad to obtain college educations. The development
of campus abroad programs, such as Whittier College in
Copenhagen, has encouraged an international viewpoint
on the home campus and a better understanding of what
it means to study away from home, in a second language.
THE PROGRAM AT WHITTIER COLLEGE:
The special problems of students from abroad have been
recognized at Whittier College, not only as problems, but
also as opportunities and challenges. Whittier College has
had a part-time special advisor for students from abroad
for some years and in the fall of 1964 a special program was
initiated with thirteen students from Saudi Arabia. The
plan was developed by Dean of Students Richard McLain
and included a special class in English taught by Ann D.
Farmer; a class on American Institutions in which the student is acquainted with U. S. history, cultural and social
behavior, and a class on the U.S. Constitution, both taught
by Malcolm F. Farmer; and a special class in speech taught
by Gerald G. Paul.
The major focus of this series of classes has been on
language with a concentration on structural patterns of the
language, and increase of vocabulary from that of a beginner in English to the level of a first year U.S. college student. The student from abroad during this year must
develop the command of a whole complex of interlocking
concepts, ideas and images - the vocabulary to form the
foundation for study at the college level. In the case of the
students from the Arab world, a very different cultural
background, they must continue to learn the language,
improve their use of a new writing system, and enter the
special world of ideas, of whole new disciplines. For maximum accomplishment the student in the Whittier College
program must work at a high level of intensity, and this
is demanding of both student and teacher. To meet the
cost of such special work the students pay an extra fee,
in this case as part of the scholarship funds from the Educational Mission of the Government of Saudi Arabia.
In a special program such as that at Whittier College
it is possible for the student not only to get a start on his
college program, but also to meet some graduate requirements. Because of interest in engineering and the

sciences the special students signed up in a regular Introduction to College Mathematics course with Anne E.
Kenyon and demonstrated their abilities by getting some
A's and B's in competition with American students. Many
continued the study of mathematics into the second semester. Also during the second semester the special students
took an introduction to anthropology course - a regular
offering in lower division - so that they could participate
in regular class work, continue to learn to read, to take
notes, to organize work, to take examinations, and have
progress reviewed and questions answered. With the establishment of this firmer foundation, giving confidence to
the student from abroad, he is prepared more realistically
for the regular program of the college and has in fact
already started. This foundation should help with the
problems of discouragement, give a broader achievement
and reduce such problems as fragmented programs, academic nomadism and time wasting shifts in major fields of
study, now too common for some students from abroad.
THE STUDENT FROM ABROAD AND THE FUTURE:
At Whittier College the administration and faculty have
endeavored to keep in mind that the student from abroad
studying in the United States takes many risks as well as
seeking new opportunities for himself and his country.
After some years abroad he may find that when he returns
home he has become too "Americanized," that he does not
"fit," or finds that he is impatient with slower rates of culture change, a lower level of technology, or with encumbering traditions. His peers who stayed at home may be
established in government or business. He may find that
he is somewhat of an outsider in the native social system.
On the other side of the balance is the fact that many
students return home to positions of great satisfaction and
responsibility in government and business and they find
that their international viewpoint is an advantage. Some
become teachers, often at a grass-roots level, and face
the difficult problems of applications of skills. The success
of an education abroad is difficult to judge and can usually
be assessed only in the future when the person discovers
how wisely he chose for himself in the light of his individual needs and the needs of his country. It is only
then that the programs of the colleges and universities in
which he studied can be evaluated.
Whittier College students from abroad each year add
successes to the record. Many are in positions of responsibility in international affairs, in the work of government
and in business and education. Some serve in the U.N.
Of the former students from Japan one is married to a
diplomat and is active in U.N. activities in Japan, one has
just completed a tour of duty with the Canadian government in population research, one will receive the Ph.D.
in sociology at the University of California at Berkeley
this spring and will teach next year at California State
College at Fullerton. Of students from Saudi Arabia some
are in government service, in foreign affairs and education; others have gone on to graduate work in United
States universities.
It is clear that today there are great responsibilities in
the rich field of international education, large potential and
rewards for the students from abroad, for all of the students on American campuses, and for faculties. All can
gain when the realities are discovered and faced and the
basic values recognized. Sharing educational experiences
is of value for students from abroad and for students of the
United States. Whittier College has made a great contribution to international education and with more recognition
of the student from abroad, with increasing understanding
of his problems and potentials, there should be a richer
experience at Whittier College, for its faculty and student
body. Biography of author on page 22.
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GO TtAM...GO REFRESHED.

WHITTIER COLLEGE

G0 9!
By MILT STARK '58, Rock Sports Editor

The Poets hit the road for their first three games this
season. Beginning on September 18, they meet Cal Poly
(Pomona), Northern Arizona University (formerly Arizona
State College at Flagstaff), and the Cal Aggies at Davis on
Coach John Godfrey will have a batch of problems to consecutive Saturday nights.
solve come the opening of football drills in early SeptemAfter an open date on October 9, Whittier meets Cal
ber, but none of them should prevent the clever Poet menWestern,
Occidental, San Fernando Valley State, Pomona,
tor from leading Whittier College to a ninth straight
Claremont-Mudd,
and Redlands in that order. The final
Southern California Intercollegiate Athletic Conference
six contests will all be played in the afternoon and all but
championship.
Jolly John and Poet championships are synonymous. Oxy and Claremont-Mudd will be played at Memorial
Godfrey came to Whittier in 1957 and while working under Stadium on the Poet campus.
Godfrey will carry a squad of approximately 50 players
Don Coryell, helped guide the Poets to three consecutive
SCIAC titles. He took over as head man in 1960, and headed by co-captains Vern Brock '66 and Mike Clark '66
Whittier has won five more conference crowns, and God- and 25 additional returning lettermen. Rounding out the
frey has compiled a fancy 40-7-1 record over the five-year group will be a handful of promising returnees who did not
letter last season, a dozen eager sophomores up from last
span.
However, in looking forward to the 1965 season, Godfrey, season's frosh team, and some talented junior college transin his own inimitable, quasi-pessimistic manner, says, "I'm fers.
The quarterback problem could be the most serious.
afraid. Even though we're expecting the largest turnout in
many years (about 70 grid candidates are presently on the Doug Bennett '65 and Rick Alvarado '65 have graduated.
Poet roster), I think one of our main problems will be one The starting slot will be filled by either Don Orr '66 or
of depth in key positions. We don't have a tested quarter- Buzzy Gill '67, but both are inexperienced as is Ted
back, and how in the heck do you replace guys like Pena, Jones '67.
Hales, and Jaro? And don't forget the first three games on
Orr earned a Whittier monogram two seasons back
that schedule could kill us."
while playing behind Bennett and Alvarado. He sat out
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last season. He is an excellent passer, and his presence in alma mater. Mott played his high school bail at Montebello
the lineup could mean that the Poets will once again be before spending his freshman year at WSU.
predominantly an air-minded team after sticking to the
An even dozen sophomores are given a chance of crackground the past two years with the hard-running of Ron ing the varsity squad. Two alumni sons are in this group.
Hales '65 and Larry Jaro '65 accounting for 75 percent of They are center Don Claxton '67, son of former Little All
the offense.
American Myron Claxton '39, and John Armstrong '67,
Orr, at 5' 10" and 170 pounds, is somewhat reminiscent whose parents are Robert and Frances (Copeland '43)
of Billy Vail '61 who quarterbacked Whittier in 1960 and Armstrong '49.
still holds the school record for most yards passing in a
A pair of 220-pound soph tackles, Richard Krelle '67
single game. He accounted for 242 yards through the air and Bryan Mock '67, will make things interesting at the
against the University of San Diego.
already well-fortified tackle slots. Ernie Stumpf '68 and
Gill, who prepped locally at St. Paul's High School, and Bob Hills '68 are a couple of good-looking guards.
spent his freshman year at the University of Idaho, is also
Jon Sutherland '67 is expected to push Sparkman for the
highly regarded as a passer.
starting tight end assignment, Pat Brecht '67 and Jim
Jones, who saw little action as a sophomore last season, Gardiner '67 are better-than-average ball carriers, while
will also be given a shot at the job.
Joe Lopez '67 and Keith Cruthers '67 will definitely strengthThe quarterback corps will have a good teacher. Sei en the defensive backfield. Rounding out the soph crew
Miyano '62, who master-minded the Poets through an un- is Tom O'Malley '67, the third O'Malley brother to wear
defeated regular season schedule in 1961, has been recently the purple and gold. Big brother Dan '64 was a Poet tackle
released from the Army and has joined Godfrey and Bob two seasons back, and brother Mick '66 will return to chalDouglas on the coaching staff.
lenge for a defensive end spot along with his younger
Also on the staff this year are last season's varsity co- brother.
captains, Hales and Leon Kelsoe, and former Poet halfback,
From this group Godfrey and his aides should be able to
Bill Workman '64. This trio will tutor the freshman team.
mold an effective offensive unit.
The other backfield spots may also be a little thin if
Regardless, the real Poet forte will be defense. Eight
Godfrey doesn't come up with a couple of hard-running starters return from last season's defensive unit. They are
transfers. He has a pair of good ones in mind, but it is a end Mike Moran '67, tackles Shupp and Clark, middle
little too soon to know whether they will choose Whittier guard Quinones, linebacker Younger, and backs Hughes,
or not.
Brock, and Mike Hanchett '67, who has recovered from a
Brock, a Little All-Coast choice last season, will be moved serious shoulder separation.
from wingback to halfback to take up some of the slack
Only end Dave Pena '65, linebacker Darrell Snow '65,
left by Hales and Jaro. Other outstanding candidates are and safetyman Bennett have departed. Lettermen Sparklettermen Jerry McLean '67, Mike Ledbetter '67, and Doug man, Lloyd Tooks '66, and Jim Dutton '66 can fill in capably
Kalendar '66 and non-letterman Bill Coffman '67.
for Pena, Kolina is expected to take over Snow's spot, and
Ledbetter is a little guy, but he's tough and is an explo- Staggs will be at the safety.
sive-type ball carrier. It's kind of like putting a tiger in
Outstanding defensive replacements are tackle Jim Goodyour tank when you hand Mike the pigskin. He could be win '66, guard Al Eichorn '67, and backs Roger Busico '66,
the real surprise.
Larry Nitta '67, and Jeff Hunt '67.
Up front, where most football games are won and lost,
Back to the offense, Godfrey is blessed with two outWhittier will entrench a forward wall that shouldn't take standing place kickers, and the field goal could become an
a back seat to any in small college football.
effective weapon this season. Last year Dennis Yount
The Poet roster shows eight tackles all weighing more '67 booted 25 points after touchdown and one field goal.
than 210 (five of them are experienced lettermen), five The season before Craig Elliott was just as effective. In fact,
well-seasoned guards, and a trio of returning centers.
an Elliott field goal was the difference in the 17-14 win over
The mainstays at tackle are Dan Shupp '66 (215), Mike the Cal Aggies that year.
Parker '66 (220), Craig Ellott '66 (240), Dennis Mountjoy
Three of Godfreys' seven defeats at Whittier have been
'66 (210), and co-captain Clark '66 (220).
the direct result of field goals. The only two losses in 1963
At the guard spots it will be Bill Trueblood '67 (200), were by identical scores, 9-7. In both cases a three-pointer
Art Lopez '67 (200), Carm Quinones '67 (195), Mike spelled the difference. Last season's only loss, a 3-0 defeat
Younger '67 (205), and Bill Clingwald '67 (190).
by Sacramento State in the opener, was the same story.
The centers are Len Mussack '67 (210), Norm Lytle '67
After missing out on two successive undefeated seasons
(190), and Jack Keller '66 (210).
because of this kicking business, the Poet coach has decided
Wylie Carlyle '66, one of the smallest split ends in col- to make the thing work for him this year.
lege circles but one of the best, should once again be the
All factors considered, Whittier College is virtually
number one pass receiver. He hauled in 25 last season on assured of another in a long line of successful football
a team that went to the air only when necessary. Other seasons. Last year's squad was ranked eighth nationally in
promising pass-catching ends are veterans Bob Hughes '67 the final National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics
and Mike Sparkman '66.
poll. If all the pieces fit together, this could be a better
team.
The Whittier offense is the real question mark; but if
Even though Director of Alumni Relations Bill (Mo)
some of the newcomers and sophomores come through,
Godfrey will have another solid all-around football team. Marumoto '57 is departing, the Japanese Bandits may be
One of the brightest new prospects is Phil Staggs '67, a returning to the football scene at Poetville. One of the
175-pound all-purpose back from Fullerton Junior College. originals, Miyano, will be on the coaching staff, Larry Nitta
Staggs is being counted on for double duty as the starting will see duty as a defensive back, and if the Poets make it
wingback on offense and safetyman on defense. He is swift, to the TV tube again this season, guard Lance Matsushita,
shifty, and an excellent pass catcher.
a transfer from East Los Angeles Junior College, could be
Other transfers who should fit right into the Poet picture a feature attraction.
besides Staggs and Gill are guards Bruce Kolina '67 and
Lance is another of Godfrey's major problems. The coach
Pete Liapes '67 from Santa Ana and Mt. SAC respectively, can't find a uniform for this bandit. Lance, a hard-nosed
and tackle Keith Mott '67 from Washington State, Godfrey's lineman, stands 5 feet 1 inch tall, weighs 170 pounds.
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Aldridge, 741 W. Mulberry
(Hollingsworth) Domecq re`34 Ralph
`30 Ruth
Ave., Porterville, retired from school
turned to the classroom as a stu-
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News of Alumni by Classes

(Frazier) Richards and
'20 Josephine
husband Frank have moved to their
new home in Yucca Valley, Calif. (Star Rt.
2, Box 92). They enjoyed a trip to the
Orient last spring and are planning one to
Baja California this spring.
was honored by
`23 Maxhis McPherson
community June 11 on his retirement as superintendent of the Napa
Elementary School District and of the
Napa Union High School District.
Byron Deshler is serving
`26 Theas Rev.
director of the Prayer Life Movement of the General Board of Evangelism,
Methodist Church with headquarters in
Nashville, Tenn. He travels over the United
States holding schools of prayer and renewal missions in local churches, leading
ministers' and laymens' retreats. His recent
books include "Developing the Prayer Life
of the Local Church," "The Power of the
Personal Group," "Retreats for the Local
Church," "Finding the Truth About God."
He led a prayer pilgrimage to Palestine
April 26-May 21.
Alexander Clark is an oil consultant, having resigned from Calgary and Edmonton
Corp. last summer.

`32

Harry Faull won re-election this
spring as mayor of Pomona.
Class Secretary: Mrs. Joe B. Willis (Marianna), 863 E. Leadora, Glendora, Calif.

Mackin Sanford, 4377 Vas`33 Dorothy
sar, Ventura, had words and music
to three Spanish songs published in the
January issue of The Instructor magazine.
Class Secretary: Mrs. Emmett Williams
(Lois), 200 N. 18, Montebello, Calif. 90640.
W. F. Krueger, Jr. '33
of Bell will head the
Whittier College Associates for 1965-66. Partner
in Krueger and Hunt, Inc.,
live stock brokers, he
served as president of the
Los Angeles Livestock
Exchange from 1956-60.
He was previously vice
president and general
manager of Merchants
Packing Co. of Los Angeles. He has served the
College as president of
1195 Club and as a member of the Associates
Board of Directors since
1961. He and wife Evelyn (Johnson '34) have
two daughters. The eldest Judy '55 is married to
Lt. Cmdr. Gerald Hartman '54, pilot on the USS
Constitution.
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work in 1964 after 28 years and is now an
orange and cattle rancher.
Class Secretary: Mrs. Clare 0. Dale
(Joanne), 623 W. School Street, Compton,
Calif. 90220.
Clifford S. Thyberg, superintendent
of the West Covina Unified School
District was awarded the Doctor of Education degree from the USC School of Education in January.
Dorothy (Petty) Soeberg will be coordinator of elementary student teaching at California State College at Los Angeles. She
has been assistant professor of education
there for two years.
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`36

Lois (Bushby) Morse has "retired
again" after four years of nursery
school teaching at Clairbourn, San Gabriel.
She has her own artificial flower shop in
her home, and also helps husband Robert
at the office of Morse Lumber Yard, El
Monte. Son Tom attends Mt. San Antonio
College and son Dave is at El Monte High
School.
Amy Lou (Wildman) Neff writes that
since sons Ted and Bill have gone away
to college she has been doing substitute
teaching in Kern County elementary schools.
Class Secretary: Mrs. Paul H. Gardner
(Hazel Hayes), 321 N. Comstock, Whittier
90601.
137

Edward Patterson of Via Colonita,
district manager for Southern Counties Gas Company in San Pedro, is newly
elected president of the San Pedro Rotary
Club.
Class Secretary: Mrs. Donald E. Shively
(Wilma Pemberton), 889 Mar yhurst Drive,
Claremont, Calif.
Ockerman has a new position
`38 Phil
as Director of Volunteer Services
with the recreation department of the city
of Fremont. He has been associated with
the YMCA for 24 years, most recently with
the Oakland Y.
Dorothy (Pfeiffer) Brown continues to
serve as music department chairman at Bell
High School where she has taught since
1942. Husband Elvah is an engineer in the
Huntington Park Fire Dept. and past president of the Harbor District Firemen's Assoc.
They have two children, Nevin, 14; Alan
10, and are legal guardians of Lloyd Rice
20. A highlight of 1964 for the Browns was
the visit of Haruko (Satow) Matsumoto
and her husband who is professor of philosohy at Hiroshima University in Hiroshima
City, Japan. Other Poets who entertained
the Matsumotos during their visit were the
Frank Pavelkos (Virginia Sydnor), Marshall
Clarks (Joyce Brown) and Nobu (Bessho)
Masuda.
Ruth (Railsback) Bateman and husband
John are still in Turrialbo, Costa Rica, where
he is animal nutritionist and head of the
department of animal industry at the InterAmerican Institute of Agricultural Sciences.
Son Tom is a senior at Whittier College,
son Bill is at Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo.
(Parks) Osborn is a com139 Norma
pensatory teacher of reading at the
Utah Street School, Los Angeles and does
demonstration teaching for students of Los
Angeles State College, Los Angeles. Husband Jim is a tax consultant and their
daughter Chery is in Arcadia Foothill junior
high school.
Conrad C. Wissmann is owner of Spectro Laboratories, Huntington Park. His
daughter Carol has been a freshman on the
Poet campus this year.

dent after 16 years as a housewife to complete requirements for the secondary teaching credential at Stanislaus State College.
Since last fall she has been teaching four
classes of U.S. History and two in English.
Class Secretary: Dr. Margaret L. McClean,
1826 S. Federal Avenue, Los Angeles, Calif.
90025.
Lewis Bacon, 9203 Laurel
0 Leonard
St., Belilfiower, secondary principal
in Paramount unified district, receives his
Doctor of Education degree from USC this
June.
Alice (Pemberton) deMoulpied, 515 Foothill Rd., Ojai, is serving on the 1965 Ventura County Grand Jury.

`41

Florence West Steiner, 1220 S. Westmoreland Ave., Los Angeles, is public relations representative in the Traffic education section of Traffic Services Division,
Los Angeles Police Department, doing research and writing on traffic safety, "trying
to persuade people not to kill each other on
the roads!" Husband Harold is a sergeant
in the Accident Investigation Division.
2 N. GreenRachel Linsley Ulrey, 6281/
leaf, Whittier, has been curator of the
Whittier Art Gallery for 8'/2 years. This
January there was an invitational showing
of her paintings at Stanford University
Library. She is continuing teaching art in
her studio at her home.
John and Jane (Daugherty '43) Birch
live in Trona where he is supervising chemist with American Potash and Chemical Co.
Jane teaches piano and is church organist.
Their children are David, 14; Helen, 11.
Marjorie (Rueger) Rees is secretary of
the East Whittier Education Association.
She and husband Horace '38 have a daughter Dorothy who will be a freshman at
Whittier College in September and a son
Stanton married and living in La Habra.
Dr. Frank Wattron, chairman of the humanities division at Bakersfield College, recently had an exhibit in the college art gallery of his metal sculpture.
Class Secretary: Mrs. Robert Stull (lone
Pike), 158 E. Dexter, Covina, Calif. 91722.

(Mitchell) Stevens and
`42 Dorothy
husband Ken of Modesto are again
participating in the 1965 Teenage Friends
Adventure to Mexico, a 6500-mile camping
trip. Of their six children, daughter Chris
is in Kaiser Nursing school and oldest son
Pat has had his freshman year at Eariham
College. Joy is a high school sophomore,
Jennie in 7th grade, and Roy, 2nd grade.
Cmdr. Glenn 0. Thompson and wife
Jeanne (Hamilton '50) live at 6003 Dean
Drive, McLean, Virginia, while he is at
U.S. Coast Guard Headquarters, Aviation
Units Dvision in Washington, D.C.
Class Secretary: Mrs. John Robert Wiley
(Virginia Strong), 2530 Turnbull Canyon
Road, La Puente, Calif.
Constance (Martois) Johnson and
husband Arthur have just completed
a new home in Torrance: 2277 West 233rd
Street.
Thelma Sprague teaches English at Crawford High School, San Diego and serves as
chaplain of Alpha Delta Kappa, Alpha Sigma Chapter. Her sister, Mildred '52 teaches
at Alcott School and is treasurer of the
chapter.
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'44

Bill Lassleben is chairman of the
advisory board of directors of the
National Bank of Whittier.
Class Secretary: Miss Blanche Patton,
827-A 19th St., Santa Monica, Calif. 90403.

Shirley (Roberts) Firestone and
husband Dale and family are at
Camp Lejeune, North Carolina where he
has been assigned to the base dental clinic
after serving two years aboard a ship.
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Lois Kruse is living at 226'/2 E.
Chestnut, Lisbon, Ohio 44432 following her marriage in Whittier June 14,
1964 to Donald G. Chandler.
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`48

Charles J. Dinneen has been teaching at Montebello Junior High
School since 1956 and has his life J.C.
credential and secondary administrative
credential. He has been active in audiovisual at the school, coordinating assembly
programs, and noon service programs. He
and wife Rena have four sons, Greg, 10;
Gary, 8; Mike, 6; Dick, 3. He is active in
the U. S. Army Reserve as a Lt. Col.
J. Stewart Pike joins A. J. Nystrom and
Company, publishers of maps, globes, charts,
and models, as a sales representative effective
July 1. He recently resigned as director of
athletics at Montebello High School. Stew
will be working with two other Poet alumni,
Ott Strobel '48 and John R. (Bob) Cauffman
'45 who are with the same firm. Stew and
Marie (Nordstrom) '48 and their three children, Kerry, Brian, and Bill live at 1205
Valna, Whittier.
Class Secretary: Mrs. Roland Shutt (Lois
Topping), 16915 S. Pacific Avenue, Sunset
Beach, Calif.
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William C. Smith has been principal of Holly Avenue elementary
school, Arcadia the past 10 years and is
working on his Ed.D. at UCLA. His wife
Marion will be teaching next year. Son Bill
graduated this June from Arizona State
University, daughter Laurie, a talented
harpist, enters Whittier College this Fall;
son Dean will be a sixth grader.
Donald C. Nogle, counselor at Cerritos
College, received the Ed.D. degree from
U.S.C. in January.
Cordon C. Thompson, 38 Orange Ave.,
Long Beach, is assistant principal of Bellflower High School after serving for the
past five years as vice principal of Roosevelt junior high school in Bellflower Unified
District.
Clarence H. Bloom, 16436 Ladner St.,
Whittier, secondary principal in the Alondra junior high school, Paramount district,
receives his Doctor of Education degree
from the U.S.C. School of Education this
June.
Duane Hatch is principal of Anthony
School in La Mirada. He and wife Marion
have one daughter, Sacy Lee, 11.
Class Secretary: Miss Barbara Hagler, 903
Franklin Street, Whittier 90602.

Herb, 3436 Grandview, Los
`50 Phillip
Angeles 66, operates his own real
estate company in Beverly Hills. He and
wife Hope have two children.
Stan Lichtenstein is group personnel manager for the Los Angeles area of J. C. Penney
stores, Previously he was assistant store manager of the Valley Plaza store in North
Hollywood. He and his wife live in Northridge with their daughter.
Walter Norling, 958 Ocean View, Encinitas, completed his fifth year as principal of
Oak Crest junior high school. The Norlings
have three Sons and one daughter.
Vina (Sippel) Woodland is director-teacher for the Fair Oaks Methodist Nursery
School, teaching three days a week. Husband Frank is with Clore Forgan-William
R. Staats Investment Co. They have four
children, 12, 9, 6, 2.

Dr. Thomas H. Clements is working with
IBM in school applications in the Bay area.
He and wife Shirley (Werner '49) and their
four children enjoy their new home at 31
Tara Brook, Orinda.
Pat Lyons Leonard lives in Lakewood
Center, Washington with husband John,
chairman of the high school English department and district language arts supervisor,
and their two children, Kathryn, 6, Jeffrey, 4.
She continues her art work with miscellaneous free-lance jobs.
Class Secretary: Mrs. Richard Kruse (Darleen Colwell), 1054 Calle Juca Dr., Whittier.

Dr. Morton A. Case is in private practice
in pathology in the Long Beach-Lakewood
area.
Alice (Eckels) Platon and husband Nicholas live at 2142 Rosemont Ave., Chicago,
Ill. 60645 with children Elizabeth, 8; Steven, 6; Charles, 4 and Helen, 11/2.
Nancy Louise (Johnson) Akin, 1244 E.
Walnut, Glendora, is president of Delta Phi
Upsilon, Glendora Association.
Class Secretary: Mrs. James Stecklein (Ann
Reese), 10131 S. Memphis, Whittier 90603.

Thomas D. Wood '50
moves his family to Northern California as he accepts a now position as
executive secretary for the
California Elementary
School Administrators
Association in Burlingame.
He has served as exeCutive secretary of the Montebello Teachers Association, and prior to that was
principal of Hillriew
School in the East Whittier School District, lie
holds a Master's Degree
from Whittier College and
is working on his doctorate at the University of
Southern California. lie
and Jackie (Wood '62) have three children, twins
Russell and Leslie, 12, and Bradley, 10. Wood
served the Alumni Association as president 19581.960 and was the first recipient of the Shirley
Mealer Alumni Service Award for continuing service to the College. While attending Whittier he was
vice president of the Associated Students 1949-50.

LCDR Gerald A. Hartman recently
returned from a nine-month cruise
with the USS Constellation to the Far East.
His squadron was awarded the Navy unit
commendation for action in the Gulf of
Tonkin. He is now transferred to VF121
at NAS Miramar in San Diego. Wife Judy
(Krueger '55) was in charge of Christmas
card sales for the S.D. Children's Hospital.
The Kruegers have three children, Chris,
9; Steve, 8; Molly, 5.
Dr. Harold Rice and wife Joan (White)
have three children, Michael, 4; Leslie, 21/2;
and David, 1. Harold practices dentistry in
La Mirada.
Dorothy Becker Wolff and husband Peter
are looking forward to a reunion with his
parents who have recently been permitted
to move from East Germany to West Germany. He has not been able to see his parents for 20 years.
Class Secretary: Mrs. Philip E. Spivey
(Alice Carpenter), 240 Loyola Road, Costa
Mesa, Calif.

`51
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Al T. DuRant, Jr. is business manager of Immaculate Heart College.
Previously lie was dean of administration,
chief business and financial officer at George
Fox College, Newberg, Oregon. He and
wife Shirley (Wagoner '51) and daughters
Robin, 8; Darcy, 6; Andrea, 3 live at 396
Ballena Dr., Diamond Bar, Calif.
Jack C. Hagthrop is principal of the
Arlie Hutchinson elementary school in La
Mirada.
Charles Stewart Grace is teaching in
Downey. The Graces have four children,
Dale, 11; Sandra, 8; Larry, 5; Ronnie, 11/2.
Frances S. Titus received the Masters in
elementary education degree from California State College, Los Angeles in February, 1964.
Class Secretary: Mrs. James Fitzgerald,
Jr. (Marion Todd), 1316 Sussex Lane, Newport Beach, Calif. 92660.

J. Nevil has his own insur'52 Robert
ance business in La Habra and also
is licensed as a real estate broker. He is
presently serving as a councilman for La
Habra.
Major Ivan J. King and wife Dorothy are
at Ellsworth Air Force Base, South Dakota.
He expects to retire from the Air Force in
1970.
Virginia (Taylor) White and husband
Lloyd live at 1225 N. Hollydale Dr., Fullerton with their children Sandra, 10; Paul,
8; Russell, 5. She is a Camp Fire Girls
leader and both are active in community
activities. They recently had a Bolivian girl
in their home for a semester.
Class Secretary: Mrs. William P. Irwin
(Jo Ahlqui.st), 5768 N. 5th, Fresno, Calif.
93726.

'53

Marguerite (Dupont) Harrell and
husband John live in Orinda with
children Kathy, 6; Joanne, 4'/2; John, 2.
She is tutoring in foreign languages, and
her husband is manager of Sealy Mattress
Co. in Berkeley.

Constance Anisden, 605 Atchison
St., Pasadena, is one of 17 professors of California State College, Los Angeles to undertake independent research in
their fields under assistance grants awarded
by the Cal State L.A. Foundation. An assistant professor of education, she is studying
pre-school language patterns of MexicanAmerican children.
Wayne (Tank) Harris, line coach at El
Rancho High School, becomes assistant
coach at Cerritos College in the Fall.
Mahlon and Karin ( Nordstrom) Conly
are enjoying their new home at 8 Lillian
Lane, San Rafael, Calif. 94901. Mahlon is
working in San Anselmo at Sir Francis
Drake High School.
Thomas M. Lewis is principal of the Fricot
Ranch School for Boys, a California Youth
Authority Institution in Calaveras County,
and is president of the San Andreas Lions
Club. He recently served as a consultant on
the "culturally disadvantaged" at the annual conference of the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development held
in Chicago. His paper "Preparing Teachers
for the Inner City" was published in the
May issue of the California journal for
Instructional Improvement. He and wife
Barbara have three children, Mark, 8;
Scott, 6; John, 11/2.

(Lane) Hopkins is attend`56 Lynette
ing the UCLA School of Social Welfare on an L.A. County Public Assistance
scholarship and is permanently employed as
a supervising social case worker at the El
Monte Bureau of Public Assistance. She and
husband Don live at 2277 W. Orange Grove
Ave., Pomona.
Ross McMillin lives at 3905 Dwight Way,
San Bernardino with wife Jane and daughter Anne, 1. He has been with the San
Bernardino City School System nine years
and is active in AAU track and field olhciating. His travels have taken him to Australia,
New Zealand, Hawaii, South Pacific Islands,
Europe, Mexico and Canada.
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Dorothy (Merriam) O'Brien and husband
Lowell plan a tour of the Caribbean this
summer. He is an engineer with Harvey
Aluminum and is in the Virgin Islands working on a steam and power plant being built
along with an ore reduction plant.
Robert H. Deatrick is industrial relations
director for Libby McNeil Libby in Honolulu. He and wife Betty Lou have one daughter, Cynthia Ann, born December 28, 1964.
Ruth Starr Brown has moved back to
California, living now in Pasadena, after
being in Europe for seven years where she
won much acclaim for her portrait painting.
William M. Story has joined the sales
department of Marbon Chemical Division,
Borg-Warner Corp. as technical sales representative. He and wife Carol (Fadler
'55) and family live at 9856 Cabanas Ave.,
Tujunga,
Class Secretary: Mrs. Stanley L. Circle
(Allene Wilson), 1341 Marigold Drive, Denver, Colorado.

'57

As of November 1964 the Rev. Ron
Roberts assumed the position of
chaplain of the Federal Prison Camp at
Salford, Arizona, in addition to his duties
as minister of the First Methodist Church
there.
Katheryne (Heacock) Nighswonger, formerly president of Cap and Gown Alumnae,
attended the Rotary International Convention in Toronto last June with husband Bill,
president of Montebello Rotary Club.
William C. Bye is attending graduate
school at UCLA.

Robert J. Moorhead, 3430 Julian Ave.,
Long Beach 90808, has been awarded membership in Monarch Life Insurance Co.'s
President's Club in recognition of his superior record during 1964.
Alice (Barnes) Spruance is with the
American National Red Cross as a case aide
at the U.S. Naval Hospital in San Diego.
Jon Scharer has a new position with Redlands Unified School District as principal of
Mariposa elementary school. (See Newcomers.)
Ed Wynkoop will be spending his third
summer at Yosemite National Park as a
ranger naturalist. In the fall he will move
to Estancia high school in Costa Mesa as
head varsity baseball and assistant varsity
football coach. He and wife Sylvia (Hildreth '58) have two children, Julie, 6; Jon,
3, and live at 5162 Hampshire, Westminster.
Edson Beebe, Jr., D.D.S., is practicing
children's dentistry in Lynwood. He and
wife Joan (Enz '58) have a new home,
5452 Oleta, Long Beach (after July 1)
and a new son, Brett Enz, born January
6, 1965.

`58

Elizabeth (Buse) Lucas completed
her sixth year teaching at Bolsa
Grande High School in Garden Grove where
she is chairman of the science department
and gives courses in physiology and advanced biology. She and her husband enjoyed a trip around the world last summer.
Clifford E. Hathaway has been named
vice president of Office-Aide, Inc.
Ann C. Maccubbin is finishing her graduate work at Bryn Mawr and works at the
Philadelphia Commission on Human Relations.
Class Secretary: Mrs. Richard Neville, 919
Fremont Place, Menlo Park, Calif. 94027.
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A Whittier College
Alumnus Chair
Made of Northern Yellow Birch
beautifully finished in black with
the Alumni Seal in gold on the
backrest.
For modern or traditional decor.
This is a piece of furniture of
which you will be especially
proud.
Priced at $30.00 plus freight.
Order from the
Whittier College
Alumni Association
Whittier, California, 90602
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Dr. Michael Armer, having received
his doctorate in June, 1964 from
University of Wisconsin in social psychology
and African studies, was awarded a postdoctoral fellowship by the Ford Foundation
to do research in Northern Nigeria. In September he will join the department of sociology at the University of Oregon, Eugene.
Wife Loretta (Cotch '60) received the
M.S. degree in education at Wisconsin and
has taught in Madison public schools. The
Armers have a daughter, Cathy, 4. This summer they will travel in Tunisia, Algeria,
Morocco and Europe.
Mary A. Crabtree graduating from Woman's Medical College in Pennsylvania this
June, has received a senior internship at
Orange County General Hospital, Orange,
Calif. through the National Intern Matching Program.
Ted Thatcher is employed by Vitsoe
Chemical Co. as a research chemist. He and
Huntley (Goldsmith '62) have four children,
Stuart, 432: Aaron, 3; Adena, 1, and Joel two
months. They live at 2321 Akers Rd.,
Bakersfield.
David L. Oliver, 1102 Floral Drive,
Whittier is president of the Whittier Teachers Association. He received the
Distinguished Service Award from the East
Whittier Junior Chamber of Commerce and
was chosen Man of the Year by them for
1963. He is an honorary life member of the
vIilI School P-TA and has contributed articles published by CTA Journal and the
California Parent-Teacher. He and wife
Bessie have two children, Andrew, 2; Catherine, 1.
Clayton Hollopeter is executive director
of Boys' Club of San Gabriel Valley.
Tom Lambert and Bob Osborn '58 are
the owners and operators of Explorer Day

'60

Camp, a coeducational recreational program for children 5 through 11, in the
Hacienda Heights area.
Robert and Gail (Rapeport) DeRitis live
at 9532 Geyser Avenue in Northridge with
their two boys and two girls. He practices
law in Sherman Oaks.
Class Secretary: Mrs. Richard Crosby
(Gwen Vaden), P.O. Box 965, Whittier

90608.
Alan M. Reedy is a tax attorney for
an international tax and accounting
firm. He was married to Jackie Bussell February 1, 1964 and graduated from University of California Law School. Jackie is attending Hastings Law College, finishing her
first year.
Joyce (Poggi) Kracker and husband Bud
live in Imperial County with daughter Barbara, 2 and son Mike, born in November,
1964. Previously Joyce taught in the Sweetwater and Brawley districts. Summer plans
include a trip to Ohio. Class friends may
reach her at Box 8, Imperial, Calif. 92251.
James Sleeper, 840 Arroues Dr., Fullerton has been named principal of Ruby Drive
School, Placentia unified district. He receives his Master's degree from California
State College at Los Angeles this June.
Class Secretary: Mrs. James Olson (Marjorie Millikan), 280 S. Stanford, La Habra,
Calif. 90631.

`61

Carolyn Stevens graduated from
Highland School of Nursing in 1963
and works at San Francisco General Hospital as staff nurse on male surgery. She also
serves as hostess for conventions for the San
Francisco Visitors Bureau. She had a trip
to Europe last spring and lived in Hawaii
for the remainder of the year.
Steve Zwerling is in Nigeria with the
Peace Corps.
Sandra (Steele) Butzel has been teaching a combined class of fourth and fifth
graders in Santa Clara while husband John
completed his M.A. in psychology. Next
year he will enter a graduate program in
hospital administration. Sandy has completed her M.A. in sociology at the University
of Oregon. She writes that both Rosie Black
and Rita Hays are in Senegal with the
Peace Corps and both report it a rewarding
experience.
Mimi (Mathews) Kelsey and husband
Thomas own and run two motels in Mammoth Lakes, Calif. She has also been teaching in the Mammoth elementary school.
William Lofstrom for the past 14 months
has been with the Peace Corps in Quito,
Ecuador, teaching English and American
history at the Escuela Politecnica Nacional,
an engineering university, and at the Univcrsidad Central del Ecuador. He returns to
the States in September and plans to study
for his doctorate in Latin American history at Stanford University.
Class Secretary: Mrs. Donald Garrett
(Diana Bruce), 1309 S. Garin, La Puente,
Calif. 91746.

`62

Alice H. Okamoto, 6022 Drexel
Ave., Apt. 310, Chicago, Ill., 60637,
is a dietitian on the clinical research unit
of the University of Chicago Hospitals.
Gary Theemling is an Ensign on the Coast
Guard Cutter Bering Strait based in Honolulu.
Kitty Casper is assistant to Impressario
Julius Blum at the Carnegie Music Center.
Melwyn A. Wurschmidt was recently appointed patrolman with the Berkeley Police
Dept. He has been on the force since December, formerly attending the Berkeley
Baptist Divinity School. He and wife Charleen and daughter Renae live at 2516 Piedmont, Berkeley.

'63

Penelope L. Arnold is working as a staff
accountant for the CPA firm of Garcia and
Erwin in Oakland and is planning to get her
CPA certificate.
Anne Converse, 321 N. Bright, Whittier,
teaches physical education at Los Nietos
Intermediate School and is working toward
the M.A. degree in Guidance at California
State College, Los Angeles.
Among others teaching are Sharon Trueblood and Sue Larraway in San Mateo;
Eve (Gillingham) Cobine, Rowland District;
Bob Burchit teaching music at Wilshire
Junior High, Fullerton.
Nancy Moseley was married to Jerry D.
Cederstrom August 15, 1964. He is a work
standards and methods engineer for General
Motors and she is teaching homemaking
classes at Northview High School in Covina. They live at 861 N. Euclid #5, La
Habra.
Class Secretary: Mrs. Robert Rau (Eleanor
Hinde), 332 Somerset Drive, Placentia, Calif.
Jon R. Hill was married to Karen
Kay Meyer, Aug. 26, 1964 and they
live in San Bernardino where he works for
the county welfare department in the Medical Assistance for the Aged Division. Jon
is also illustrator for the welfare department monthly paper, representative to their
County Employees Association, and on the
planning committee to organize a chapter
of California Social Workers in San Bernardino.
Thomas Blinn is in a selective group of 18
non-business graduates working toward the
MBA degree at the Graduate School of
Business Administration, UCLA. The special
program is designed to give the student a
wide background in managerial skills at the
same time developing the technical areas of
business.
Robert Josten is an analyst in the commercial business co-ordination department
of Security First National Bank in Los Angeles.
Warren D. Pierce is application engineer
with Sterling Electrico Motors, Inc. of Los
Angeles.
Fred Stabler is doing two years alternative service with Church of the Brethren
Service Commission with two months training in New Windsor, Md. He will be stationed at a hospital affiliated with the University of Minnesota at Faribault.
Jim Ammerman is head chemist and
technical director for American Urethane
Co. in Los Angeles.
George Ennis was awarded the certificate
of French Studies from University of Geneva in March.
Joan (Wolford) Naylor, 1226 Woodbury.
Upland, teaches fourth grade at Lincoln
school, Ontario District. Husband Norman
is a teacher at Chaffey High School.
Class Secretary: Mrs. Richard Lincourt
(Susan Jones), 1231 N. Circle Drive, Whittier.

`64

Marshall Haywood III has received
the highest award a marine can
receive while undergoing recruit training,
being named "outstanding member" of his
platoon by his drill instructors and fellow
recruits and promoted to private first class.
The medal is given to about 10 out of the
several thousand marines trained each year.

`65

Kay Beerup and husband
`66 Emily
Carl have a new home at 5728
Alondra Drive, Goleta.
Class Secretaries for the Rock are needed
for the following classes: 1904-15, 1919,
1920, 1921, 1922, 1923, 1926, 1927, 1931,
1935, 1938, 1939, 1940, 1943, 1945, 1946,

1947, 1955, 1957, 1959. Anyone interested
in sending in news to the alumni office four
times a year regarding their classmates,
please contact Jane (Taber) Randolph '43
at the Alumni Association, Whittier College,
Whittier, California, 90602,

In Memoriam
Class of '22
William J. Wright, February 27, 1965.

Class of '55
Susan Copeland Chase, February 18, 1965.

Class of '59
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. McClellan, 4190
Hurley Dr., La Mesa, a son, Robert Allen,
March 9, 1964.

Class of '60
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Cate (Marcelene
Mihld '61), 16211 Cornuta, Bellflower, a
daughter, Cindy Ann, March 12, 1965.
Mr. and Mrs. William C. Notthoff (Sandra Craig '61), a son, Kenneth William,
April 19, 1965.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack L. Robbins (Pat
Jones), 467 Jackson Ave., Livermore, Calif.,
a daughter, Sheri Adele, January 5, 1965.

Class of '61

Newlyweds
Class of '61
Ronald Jay Hansen to Viola Mae Menold,
March 20, 1965. At home in San Gabriel.

Class of '62
Curtis Wayne Hayes to Marialice Hedgcock, March 1965. At home, Lincoln, Neb.
Richard Contreras to Linda Mary Wignail '64, April 10, 1965. 1005 North Norwalk Blvd., Whittier.

Class of '63
Charles D. Rose to Claudette Cecile
Barnes, February, 1965. At home in Buena
Park.
Joel Arthur Bergquist to Linda Louise
Soebcrg, April 17, 1965.
Lee D. Vierling to Pamela Lynn Otto,
April, 1965. At home, 9126 Valley View
Ave., Whittier.

Class of '64
Dennis Russell Thomson to Mary Harmon, February, 1965. 3270 South Utah St.,
Arlington 6, Va.

Class of '65
Michael Mendez to Stephanie Walker,
January 30, 1964. 2301 Shire Place, Apt.
C, Whittier.

Newcomers
Class of '47
Mr. and Mrs. William Taylor (Roselva
Taber), 410 Granada Drive, La Habra, a
daughter, Joan Ellen, May 3, 1965.

Class of '52
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Haskins, 12146 S.
Grovedale, Whittier, a son, April 17, 1965.

Class of '55
Mr. and Mrs. Kendall D. Bowlin (Mary
DeLapp), 15010 Fernview, Whittier, a
daughter, Trudy Denise, February 28, 1965.

Class of '56
Mr. and Mrs. C. Edward Miller, Jr.
(Kathy Mitchell), 349 Vereda Del Ciervo,
Goleta, Calif., a son, Paul Richard, March
19, 1965.

Mr. and Mrs. David Baziak (Sharon
Senac '61), 216 S. Bright, Apt. 4, a daughter, Lisa Lynn, March 22, 1965.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Triggs (Jean Holland '62), 1506 Walling, Brea, Calif., a
daughter, Shelley Jean, March 8, 1965.

Class of '62
Mr. and Mrs. Richard L. Pond (Kathy
Dennis), 344 Polk Way, Livermore, a son,
Brian Richard, December 2, 1964.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Garrett (Diana
Bruce), 1309 S. Garin, La Puente, a son,
Donald Bruce, May 19, 1965.

Class of '63
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Dudley (Andrea
Tonge), a daughter, Kate Elizabeth, March
17, 1965.

Circle the date
Saturday, Nov. 8 and Sunday, Nov. 7

Homecoming
Saturday
9:30 am. Parade
11:00 am. Brunches
2:00 p.m. Football:
Whittier vs. Pomona
8:00 p.m. Buffet-supper and dance
La Mirada Country
Club
Sunday
10:00 am. Chapel Service

Class of '57
Mr. and Mrs. Jon Scharer (Juley Ann
Smoyer), 110 Hillside Way, Redlands, a
son, Darin Karl, March 15, 1965.
Mr. and Mrs. William H. (Jean M. Morishige '59), 231 North Painter Avenue, Whittier, a daughter, Lani Misako, June 15, 1965.

If you move send us your name, class year,

Class of '58

and address. Be sure to include your zip

Mr. and Mrs. J. William Hutchison, 2030
Fixlini St., San Luis Obispo, a daughter,
Patricia Louise, August 12, 1964.
Mr. and Mrs. John Miller (Jeanette A.
Muse), 15948 Bushford St., Whittier, a
daughter, Tracy Elizabeth, May 7, 1964.

ON THE MOVE?
KEEP US POSTED

code number too! Send to: Whittier College
Alumni Association, Whittier, Calif., 90602.
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Broadoaks Alumnae Elect
Alice C. Lembke '40 of South Pasadena was installed
as president of the Broadoaks Alumnae at the annual Spring
Luncheon on May 8. Other officers include Mrs. John M.
(Mary Elizabeth Patterson) Bush '41 of Sierra Madre, vice
president; Nellie Abbott '20, Pasadena, secretary; Mrs. Gilbert (Mildred Frances Oldson) Clough '36, Pasadena,
treasurer; and Mrs. J. F. (Roma Penfield) Schureman '26,
Altadena, historian.

Summer Sessions Set
Summer classes will be offered in 15 departments according to Dr. W. Roy Newsom '34, dean of the College and
session director.
Among the prominent visiting faculty will be Dr. Stanley Mour, director of the reading clinic at the University of
Vermont; Dr. Gus Plessas, associate professor at Sacramento State College; Dr. Robert Kragalott, associate professor
at MacMurray College, Illinois; and Dr. K. W. Folley,
chairman of the mathematics department at Wayne State
University, Michigan.
Registration for the first summer term will open June
18 with classes beginning June 21. The first session closes
July 31 with the second session opening August 2 and
ending August 28.
Further information may be obtained by contacting the
Summer Session Office.

New Research Projects Set
Several new research projects and an expanded laboratory were announced by the sociology and psychology departments at Whittier College in May.
Dr. Robert W. O'Brien, sociology chairman, and Dr.
Harry Schrickel, psychology chairman, said that an expanded laboratory in the Mendenhall building is aiding
the two departments in current projects.
Dr. Herbert Larsen, in sociology, has a project underway to study population and family planning problems in
the East Los Angeles area. He is also planning a demonstration project in the prevention of drug addiction in the
Pomona Valley under a grant from the Claremont Graduate School. Other projects in prospect include a study of
childhood education through Pacific Oaks College in
Pasadena.
Dr. Eugene Cloye, in psychology, together with Dr. Irla
Lee Zimmerman, Whittier psychologist, and Joellen Mann
'64, graduate student, is making a study of the difference
between the real and the ego-ideal personalities of 100
college students. The study will be based on a comparison
of each student's two Minnesota Multiphasic Personality
Inventory profiles - the first obtained under normal conditions, the second under special instructions to the subject
to answer the items as he would ideally like to be. A program for scoring, statistical comparison, and item analysis
of the changes from real to ideal is being prepared.
Dr. Larsen said the new laboratory is equipped with a
lighted drafting table, calculators, and an IBM punch
machine, and that other equipment will be added, providing research training opportunities for students at Whittier.
He also said that the developing sociology-psychology laboratory is aimed at preparing students for careers in research in the behavioral sciences - a field that is beginning
to compete with teaching for college graduates today. The
laboratory, Dr. Larsen said, will also expand the research
and learning opportunities for professors as well as students
on campus.
The Rock
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Poet Promenade

Dr. Nelle G. Slater '50

News Briefs about the College, its faculty, students and alumni

Hope, Nixon, Smith on NBC TV
Margaret Chase Smith, Bob Hope and Richard M. Nixon
'34, the three main "stars" of Commencement weekend, will
be featured on the August 14 telecast of the NBC public
affairs series, "Survey '65."
Titled "Success: From the Top," the color film was produced on the Poet campus during the week of June 8 and
centers on interviews conducted by newsman Bob Wright
of Los Angeles with the three principal figures. Featured
prominently is a tour of the campus by tram.
Each of the three is questioned about success; what is
it, have they achieved it, can others achieve it, and is success
all that they thought it would be.
The film will be shown at 7 p.m. on KNBC, channel 4
and will be available for showings to service groups and
community organizations after September 1.

Mrs. Richard Scctt

Four Administrators Resign
Four administrators announced their resignations from
the College staff and appointments to school positions in
Boston, Philadelphia and Southern California.
The four are Dr. Nelle G. Slater '50, dean of women and
assistant professor of religion, Richard E. McLain, dean
of students, Mrs. Richard Scott, registrar, and William H.
(Mo) Marumoto '57, director of alumni relations (story on
page 2).
Dr. Slater, who received her Bachelor of Arts degree at
Whittier College and Masters in religion and Doctorate in
philosophy at Boston University, will be going to the
latter school as an associate professor of religious education.
She came to Whittier College as an assistant professor of
religion and accepted the position as Dean of Women in
1961. She has held both posts since that year.
Mrs. Scott, who received her B.A. degree from the University of California at Berkeley, came to Whittier College
as Registrar in 1960. She will be Registrar at California
State College at Fullerton beginning this summer.
Dean McLain, a University of California at Santa Barbara graduate, who received his masters at Redlands in
1957 and has been working on his doctorate at Claremont
College graduate school, will take a post as dean of students at Springside Preparatory School in Philadelphia. He
came to the college as an instructor in psychology in 1961
and was named Dean of Students in 1963.

Richard E. McLain
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Faculty Notes
Russell E. Green, acting chairman and associate professor
of the department of speech and drama, leaves Whittier to
accept a position as chairman of the drama department at
the University of South Carolina.
Dr. John Schutz, professor of history and political science,
has been on the faculty since 1953. He will join the University of Southern California staff where he will be professor of history.
Chemistry instructor, James Liedtke, who this June received the Ph.D. degree from USC, will be at the University
of Oregon next year.
Frank Wetherill, French instructor, has accepted a teaching position at Texas Technological College.
Ellsworth E. Lewman, instructor in education, has resigned to become vice principal of a junior high school in
the Rowland school district.
Dr. C. Milo Connick, professor of religion, recently addressed the American Academy of Religion, Pacific Coast
section, at Pomona College, on the subject "The Resurrection of Jesus As A Historical Problem."
Mrs. Lola B. Hoffman '23, director of the Reading Clinic,
has announced the production of an eight millimeter film
featuring students of the Clinic and their pets.
Associate Director of Admissions, Robert E. O'Brien '53,
has completed the M.S. in educational counselling at USC.
Dr. Philip M. Iloff, Jr., assistant professor of chemistry, has
been named a participant in the National Science Foundation Summer institute for college chemistry teachers at
the University of North Carolina, for a six weeks term.
Dr. Lois James '40, chairman of the biology department,
has been appointed to a research advisory committee of the
University of California, division of agricultural sciences,
agricultural experiment station. The committee advises on
all research projects involving macadamia. Dr. James recently spent several days at the Educational Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey, working on College Board examinations. She has been an advisor to this group for several
years.
Malcolm F. Fanner, instructor in sociology and anthropology, has been appointed to the special advisory committee of the Committee on Affairs of the Aging, County
of Los Angeles. He and Ann (Dahlstrom) Farmer '56,
instructor in general studies, will travel to Rhode Island this
summer, where Mr. Farmer will teach in the summer session at the University of Rhode Island.
Myrtle Lewis, assistant manager of the Campus Inn,
recently attended the College Food Service Association's
annual meeting ill Tucson.
Dr. J. William Robinson, chairman of the department of
political science and international relations, is the author
of the revised and updated edition in paperback of "General International Organization" (with Dr. James T. Watkins IV of Stanford), published by Appleton-CenturyCrofts, New York City. Dr. Robinson recently gave a
series of lectures On interpreting World Affairs" to the
social science teachers of the Whittier Union High School
District, under the auspices of UCLA. Two recent articles
by Dr. Robinson are: "Academic Double Talk: Phrases of
Praise," subtitled "Or How To Live With The Perpetual
Problem of Writing Letters of Recommendation," in the
Journal of the American Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officers; and a review of "Walter
Lippman's Philosophy of International Politics," by Anwar
Hussain Syed ( University of Pennsylvania Press) published
in Time Western Political Quarterly.
Eugene M. Riddle, associate professor of music, recently
gave a lecture to the Riverside-San Bernardino chapter of
The Rock
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the Choral Conducting Guild, on "How To Choose Good
Music."
Dr. Gilbert McEwen, chairman of the department of
English, has been named president of the Renaissance Conference of Southern California. A national organization, the
Renaissance Conference is composed of scholars and teachers in literature, art, music, language and architecture who
are interested in the Renaissance period.
"A Forward Thrust For Competitive Speakers," published
last fall by Whittier College, and authored by Gerald G.
Paul, director of forensics, has been adopted for classes at
Henry Ford Community College, Dearborn, Michigan.
Paul recently participated in the program of the Founders'
District, Toastmaster's International, in Santa Ana, at which
116 clubs were represented.
Dr. F. Beach Leighton, professor of geology, was recently
a member of a symposium on landslides and soil movement
at the Resources Agency of California's Geologic Hazards
Conference On Landslides and Subsidence, in Los Angeles.
English professor Dr. Roberta Forsberg '39 has been
invited to be a guest of the Gienbow Foundation, noted
institution for the preservation of the history and heritage
of Western Canada, at Calgary, during her trip to Canada
in July.

History Honor Society Established
Phi Alpha Theta, the national honor society in history,
has established a chapter at Whittier College under the
advisorship of Dr. Donald Nuttall, assistant professor of
History.
The Kappa Gamma chapter was installed May 6 at a
special ceremony on the Whittier campus presided over by
an installation team from the University of Southern California under the direction of Dr. Manuel Servin, assistant
professor.
Taken into membership were six faculty members and
:30 students, Faculty members included Nuttall, Dr. Donald
Breese, Dr. James Merrill, Dr. Harry Nerhood, Dr. John
Schutz, and Dr. Paul Smith, president of the college and a
former professor of history.
The student leadership consists of John Guidas, San
Gabriel, president; Martin Coren, Van Nuys, vice-president;
Margaret Mackie, Los Angeles, secretary-treasurer; and
Robert Bruesch, Covina, historian. All of the officers are
seniors.
Phi Alpha Theta was founded in 1921 at the University
of Arkansas. There are currently over 300 chapters in 42
states, Puerto Rico, Canada, and the Philippine Islands.
,More than 38,000 students have been initiated into the
society.

Prospective Student Dinners Held
Three prospective student dinners were hosted by alumni
in Phoenix, Atherton and Ventura according to Robert E.
O'Brien '5:3, associate director of admissions,
On February 11, Mr. and Mrs. J. Eugene (Catherine
Newhall '42) Garrett '44 entertained a number of high
school students from the Phoenix area. On February 25,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. (Barbara Todd '37) Kennedy '37e
were hosts for 31 students and 15 alumni at their home in
Atherton. Mr. and Mrs. Bruce (Jackie Karker '61) Gair
'61 had 31 guests at their home in Ventura.

Top Students Honored

College Hosts Forensic Association

The three highest all-campus awards at Whittier College
have been presented to Ronald Wheeler '65, student body
president, from McCloud, Calif., Ronald Hales '65, Whittier, and Marilou Hunter '65, of Winona, Minn.
Highest honor offered campus-wide at Whittier College
for outstanding service and scholarship is the Walter F.
Dexter Award, named for the school's 5th president (19231934). Receiving the award this year was Wheeler, who also
was named "man of the year" by the Associated Men
Students. Wheeler will go to University of California at
Berkeley on an $8,000 political science grant to work on
his doctorate.
Hales, senior from Whittier, received the award of "outstanding athlete of the year." The varsity football halfback,
who was team co-captain and captain and shortstop on the
baseball team, has also been listed on the dean's list requiring a B plus scholastic average. He will coach freshman football at Whittier next fall and continue graduate
work in preparation for teaching.
Miss Hunter, given the "service above self" award for the
senior woman contributing the most during her college
career, has been foreign student assistant advisor and active
in many class and organizational functions. She will do
graduate work in education at Harvard, in preparation for a
teaching career.

Whittier College hosted the spring novice tournament of
the Pacific Southwest Collegiate Forensic Association March
13.
It was the third year in succession Whittier has hosted
the group. The tournament attracted 200 college students
from 25 junior colleges and four-year schools throughout
the southwest.
Events included debate, extemporaneous speech, impromptu speech, persuasive speaking and oral interpretation.

Students Elect New Officers

Master of Arts in Teaching Established
A new Master's degree program, specially designed for
teachers, will be offered by Whittier College, beginning in
the fall of 1965.
Called the Master of Arts in teaching, the degree will
allow teachers to earn an advanced degree by taking course
work in several disciplines instead of in one as in a standard
departmental M.A. or M.S. program.
In addition, the degree will allow candidates to take a
limited amount of course work at other institutions for
credit toward the Whittier degree. A total of 34 units will
be necessary for the degree. A minimum of four units will
be in education classes, Research Techniques and Philosophy of Education.
Admission to the program will be based on undergraduate academic record and scores on the Graduate Record
Examination. The Advanced Test in Education will be
required of all candidates upon completion of 12 units.
Following completion of the course work, the degree will
be awarded subject to oral and written examinations by
the candidate's Graduate Committee.

Geoffrey Shepard '66 of Long Beach is 1965-66 president
of the Associated Students of Whittier College. Serving
with him are Buck Ferguson '67 of Bellevue, Washington,
vice president; Patricia Mitchell '66, Arcadia, secretary;
Michael Parmelee '67, Orange, treasurer; Donna Carson
Master's Degree in Psychology Offered
'67, San Diego, social chairman; Michael Pirot '67, Colton,
The psychology department at Whittier College will
program chairman; Cheryl Weaver '67, Compton, rally
chairman; Jim Colborn '67, Santa Paula, athletic representa- become the ninth to offer a Masters' degree when a new
tive. Editor of Quaker Campus is Gary Chuse '66 of Long program designed to train students as research psycholoBeach, while Rick Hartman '66 of Fresno will edit the gists, counselors, and psychometrists and qualify students
Acropolis. Publicity co-chairmen are Sandra Hayden '67, for teaching and doctoral programs is inaugurated in September.
Whittier and Linnea Weblemoe '67, Corona.
Under the direction of department Chairman Dr. Harry
Schrickel, the program will emphasize a broad background
in all areas of psychology with opportunities in practice
and research to develop individual careers.
Dr. Watson Contacts Former Students
According to Schrickel, "Flexibility is a basic characterDr. S. A. Watson, former professor and dean of Whittier istic of the program.
College 1928-1940 is interested in contacting former stu"The increasing need for trained people to staff comdents and other W.C. friends for his retirement project, a munity mental health centers and serve in other capacities,
"Who's Who to Me" file. He welcomes letters at his home, combined with the lack of people holding the doctorate
527 North Bright, Whittier.
degree in this field has been a major impetus in the establishment of the new program," said Schrickel.

Festival of Arts October 23

Lancers Take Spring Sing Sweepstakes

The 1965 Festival of Arts is scheduled for Saturday,
October 23 with paintings by well known Southland artists
on display in the lounge of the Walter F. Dexter Student
Center, and formal demonstrations being scheduled each
hour throughout the afternoon in the Stauffer Lecture
Hall. Tea will be served on Stauffer Patio. Funds raised
through the Festival by Cap and Gown Alumnae are used
to perpetuate the Marjorie E. Gregg Student Assistance
Fund. The Festival will be expanded this year to include a
drama presentation Thursday, Friday and Saturday evenings, October 21-23 and a Faculty Recital presented by
the Music Department Sunday, October 24.

The Lancer Society large group under the direction of
Pete Harris '65 won their second sweepstakes in a row at
the 14th annual Spring Sing held April 30. Twenty groups
participated in four divisions in the evening-held affair.
Other winners included general division: 1st place, Deborah; 2nd place, Stauffer Hall; and 3rd place, Green Peppers. Small division winners were 1st place, Phi Beta; 2nd
place, Guys and Mets; and 3rd place, Lancer Society.
Women's division awardees were the Metaphonians Society followed by the Athenian and the Thalians. The
Lancer Society won the men's division followed by the
William Penn Society and the Orthogonian Society.
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Seniors Receive Graduate Study Awards

Krueger to Head Associates

Eleven Whittier College seniors have received major
awards to continue their education in graduate and professional schools, according to information released by
Dr. W. Roy Newsom '34, dean of the college.
Topping the awards list are two Woodrow Wilson Fellows and a Fulbright Scholar.
Wilson recipients, previously announced, are Dean C.
Tipps '65, Los Angeles, and Robert Crawford '65, San
Mateo. Tipps, a sociology-political science major, is also
the recipient of a Regent's Fellowship at the University of
California, Berkeley, where he will continue his studies in
political sociology. Crawford will work towards a graduate
degree in political science at the University of Chicago.
Receiving the Fuibright Scholarship, awarded by the
United States Government, is James Johnson '65, a Spanish
major from Phoenix, Arizona. Johnson will study at the
University of San Carlos, Guatemala.
Other award winners are: Susan Clough '65, Fort Worth,
Texas, graduate fellowship, University of Michigan; Barbara
Fry '65, Burbank, Administrative Counseling Fellowship,
Stanford University; Joseph Hafey '65, Concord, National
Defense Graduate Fellowship, University of California,
Los Angeles; Marilou Hunter '65, Winona. Minnesota,
Teaching Profession Fellowship, Harvard University; Susan
Maxwell '65, Phillipsburg, New Jersey, Vocational Rehabilitation Traineeship, Ohio University, Athens, Ohio; Annie
Laurie Stuart '65, Montrose, Army Medical Corps Student
Internship; Dorothy Taylor '65, Pacoima, Foreign Affairs
Scholar Fellowship, Boston University, and Ronald Wheeler
'65, McCloud, National Defense Graduate Fellowship, University of California, Berkeley.

Cattle broker William F. Krueger '33 of Bell was recently
elected president of the Whittier College Associates for
the 1965-66 year. A. E. (Mick) Madden '25 of Whittier
was re-elected vice president. Five new board directors
include Richard de Moulpied '38, softwater distributor of
Ojai; William H. Patterson '39, vice president of General
Dynamics Astronautics of San Diego; Paul Batson '33,
real estate investments of Whittier; Mynatt Smith, editor
and associate publisher of The Daily News of Whittier, and
R. L. (Lee) McNitt, Jr., president of Rose Hills Memorial
Park of Whittier.
Outgoing board members include Clinton 0. Harris '34,
Whittier; Tolbert B. Moorhead '32, La Puente; Beryl E.
Notthoff '35, North Hollywood; Frank A. Rogers, M.D. '41,
Whittier; Donald Shively '37, Claremont; Robert Thompson, D.D.S. '43, Whittier and Carl H. Bishop '46 of Whittier. Leonard H. Crofoot '49, Whittier, is the immediate past
president.
The Associates is a support group comprised of alumni
and friends of the College who contribute $100 or more
annually. As of June 15, 175 members have contributed
$25,000 which is being used to buy books for the Bonnie
Bell Wardman Library.

Women's Auxiliary Elect Officers
Officers for the Whittier College Women's Auxiliary
were installed at the annual scholarship Luncheon on May
25 in the Campus Inn of the Walter F. Dexter Student
Center.
Installed for the 1965-66 year are president, Mrs. Tolbert
B. (Virginia Keasbey) Moorhead '33; first vice president,
Mrs. Hugh Maples; second vice president, Mrs. Charles
(Regina Dunkin) Kemp '34; third vice president, Mrs.
Howard McKeown; recording secretary, Mrs. Earl Skinner;
corresponding secretary, Mrs. Norfieet (Barbara Stambaugh) Callicott '43; treasurer, Mrs. Lester Harris. The
following committee chairmen were also installed: membership, Mrs. William Gruenholz; student loan, Mrs. H. Randolph (Ricarda Pearson) Pyle '28; alumnae, Mrs. Carter
(Catherine Nanney) Biggers '36; historian, Mrs. Willis
Andre; life membership, Mrs. Robert C. Barnes; hospitality, Mrs. Deane Cromer, Mrs. Milford Bliss and Mrs. Gordon Hodge; and publicity, Mrs. Walker W. Downs.
According to outgoing president Mrs. Robert E. (Audrey
Yoder '43e) O'Brien, with over 600 members the Auxiliary
is one of the largest womens' groups in the area.

Tuition Raised to $1150
A tuition raise of $15 per semester was recently announced
by President Paul S. Smith. The increase will bring the
tuition to $1150 per year. Slight increases in room and
board, averaging $10 per semester, were also announced
for next year.
The adjustments are due primarily to increased costs of
operation, particularly higher wage rates for student employees, and higher faculty salary costs.
Additional scholarship funds are being made available
to students who warrant assistance.
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Personal Solicitation Campaign Conducted
A personal solicitation campaign in the city of Whittier
for the annual Alumni Fund drive was conducted March
20-April 3, reports Carl H. Bishop '46, general chairman.
According to Bishop, five divisions with six team captains each and six workers under each captain, contacted
1500 alumni who live in Whittier proper.
Division chairmen included Robert Wright '47, Richard
H. Thomson '34, Kenneth Chandler '51, Mrs. William Lassleben, Jr. '47, and Mrs. Clifford Winchell, Jr. '58.
As of June 15 total alumni contributions stand at $30,000
with 1000 alumni participating in the current campaign
which terminates August 31.

Biography on Malcolm Farmer
Author of Students From Abroad - Myth and Reality
on page 10-11.
Malcolm F. Farmer, Instructor in anthoropology and sociology came to Whittier College in 1957 from the University of Washington, where he was a lecturer and graduate
student.
After receiving a Bachelor of Arts degree from the University of Arizona in 1940, Mr. Farmer joined the staff of
the San Diego Museum of Man and in 1946 became Director of the Museum. In 1949 Mr. Farmer continued full
time research in Arizona and New Mexico particularly for
the Navajo Tribe at Window Rock, Arizona. In 1953-1956
Mr. Farmer was Assistant Director of the Museum of
Northern Arizona, Flagstaff, Arizona. He is a Fellow of the
American Anthropological Association and the American
Geographical Society and a member of the Society for the
Scientific Study of Religion. He has published numerous
articles on the American Indians, and anthropology and
geography.
While at Whittier College Mr. Farmer has been active
in the teaching of anthropology and sociology in the General Studies Program and in special programs for international students. In research his major interests have been
focused on the American Indians and the relationship of
their cultures to those of Northeastern and Eastern Asia.

By WILLIAM H. (MO) MARUMOTO '57
Director of Alumni Relations
From time to time during the past seven years I've had
the opportunity to write this column. This one is my last
as your director of alumni relations. One has many things
to say at a time like this for there is a real temptation to
reminisce, to be nostalgic or to look over the shoulder.
The past seven years have been abundantly filled with
good and exciting things. The College, in general, continues
to grow in strength and status. Your Alumni Association has
broadened its base and lifted its sights as a result of the
splendid leadership of your officers and because so many
of you care. Your dedication, your ideas, your gifts, your
constructive criticisms, your interest and your involvement
in the alumni program have meant a great deal. You made
it possible to dare to dream of even more dramatic adventures ahead. The road we have already traveled is a thing
of the past. What about tomorrow and the years to come?
Where are we sons and daughters of Whittier headed?
What about the direction of our alma mater?
There is no panacea, no magic program for excellence in
alumni organization. Yet the basic recipe is rather simple.
Begin with one good institution of higher learning. Sprinkle
with a positive, enthusiastic administrative attitude toward
alumni and all other friends of the College. Mix in a carefully selected professional alumni staff to develop records,
establish communications, guide the many and diversified
activities, and raise funds. Pull it together with willing,
wise, foresighted, enthusiastic volunteer leadership. Provide an adequate budget and apply a liberal amount of
imagination, desire, vigor and courage. If you suggest that
such a recipe will work well for other endeavors, you're
probably right.
By reviewing each of these ingredients, we may make
some reasonable forecast for the years ahead. Whittier
College is a good institution, probably not yet the greatest
of her kind, but becoming first rate nonetheless. The worth

of any institution of higher learning is the net worth of her
people. Since people are fallible, Whittier has her shortcomings, problems and frustrations. But her real potential
strengths far outweigh these if they're properly implemented. The remarkable accomplishments of our 10,000
alumni, the successes of our building program, and the
sound basis of our educational program all point happily
toward ascending quality in the future. The quality of
Whittier is worthy of declaration rather than debate.
It is, however, of prime importance that the College
undertake a comprehensive and thorough study of its long
range needs a master plan for academic growth, physical
facilities, faculty, enrollment, development (fund-raising)
staff, and the many other important items involved in this
type of operation. It will take time, imagination, courage
and the delegating of authority. As a part of the Whittier
Family, all of us have the right to expect
a
and get
continually better Whittier College.
In general, I'm very optimistic about the years ahead.
As long as the Alumni Association pursues the broad objectives of working in strong partnership with the College and
the College, in turn, reciprocates; if there is full cooperation toward the highest goals, there will be exciting and
fruitful progress. It's been said that the ultimate continuing strength of an institution rests with its alumni. Its
students and staff come and go, its facilities change, but
its alumni provide the continuity that perpetuates the
College.
My deep appreciation goes to so many: the faculty,
administration, and students for such fine cooperation; my
staff, and particularly Jane (Taber) Randolph '48, who
has been a guiding light, for performing at the top; and
your officers and hundreds of other volunteers, for teaching
me much with wise counsel and patience, and extending
life-long friendships. It goes to my family for their understanding ways and, finally, to all of you for the privilege
of serving you, for you have made this experience such a
pleasant and memorable one.
-

-

-
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Mr. and Mrs. George Tenopir
633 E. VaLnut St.
Vthittier, Calif

College of Hard Knocks for Your Children?
Not if you can help it, of
course. But can you? By the
time they reach college age,
will the college you choose be
able to take them in?
Let's hope so. But maybe
not!
Many college classrooms
are overcrowded today. By
1967, applications are expected to double. On top of
that, low salaries are driving
too many gifted teachers into
other fields and reducing the
number of capable people
training for teaching careers
today.

By the time your children
are ready for college, there's
a good chance the college of
their choice just plain won't
be ready for them—unless we
take steps to remedy this situation now. You can help, by
helping the college of your
choice now.

